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Abstract 
de Luca, A. and F. Mignosi, Some combinatorial properties of Sturmian words, Theoretical 
Computer Science 136 (1994) 361-385. 
In this paper we give a characterization of finite Sturmian words, by palindrome words, which 
generalizes a property of the Fibonacci words. We prove that the set St of finite Sturmian words 
coincides with the set of the factors of all the words w such that w=AB=Cxy with A,B,C 
palindromes, x yE{a,b} and x¢y .  Moreover, using this result we prove that St is equal to the set of 
the factors of all words w having two periods p and q which are coprimes and such that 
Iwl >~p+q-2. Several other combinatorial properties concerning special and bispecial elements of 
St are shown. As a consequence we give a new, and purely combinatorial, proof of the enumeration 
formula of St. 
1. Introduction 
The infinite Sturmian words have been extensively studied by several authors for at 
least two centuries. They have many applications in different fields such as symbolic 
dynamics, physics and computer science. The term "Sturmian" was first used by 
Hedlund [5]. A Sturmian word can be characterized as a (one-sided) infinite word 
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which is not ultimately periodic and is such that for any positive integer n the number 
g(n) of its factors of length n is minimal (i.e. g(n)=n+ 1). A Sturmian word can be also 
defined by considering the intersections with a squared-lattice of a semi-line having 
a slope which is an irrational number. A horizontal intersection is denoted by the 
letter a, a vertical intersection by b and an intersection with a corner by ab or ba. It is 
possible to prove that the set of (finite) factors of a Sturmian word defined in this way 
depends only on the slope of the semi-line. 
Any finite factor of a Sturmian word is called finite Sturmian word. The set St of all 
finite Sturmian words coincides with the set of all finite words w over the alphabet 
{a,b} such that for any pair u and v of factors of w having the same length, the 
modulus of the difference of the number of occurrences of a letter (a or b) in u and in 
v is at most 1. 
The Fibonacci nfinite word f is a special Sturmian word. It can be constructed as 
follows: Consider the sequence {J~,},~ 1of finite words inductively defined as: f l  =b, 
fz = a and f ,  + 1 =f , f ,  1, for n > 1. One has that for n > 1, f ,  is the prefix of f whose 
length is the nth Fibonacci number. The words f ,  are usually called the Jinite 
Fibonacci words. An extension of finite Fibonacci words to Sturmian words has been 
considered by Rauzy [-11]. He gave an inductive construction method of two se- 
quences (A,, B,) of finite words converging to a Sturmian word whose corresponding 
semi-line starts from the origin. Conversely any such Sturmian can be constructed 
by Rauzy's method. A similar generalization has been considered by Markov (cf. 
[13]). 
de Luca proved in [2] that finite Fibonacci words have a property based on 
palindrome words that characterize them. Robinson [12], inspired by the result of de 
Luca (private communication), asked to prove a suitable condition under which there 
exists a (unique) word W such that 
W = Cxy = A B, 
with A, B, C palindromes and x, y~{a, b}, x Cy. The solution was given by Robinson, 
Pedersen and others (cf. [-10]). We shall say that a word in the alphabet {a, b} has the 
property R if it is a letter or satisfies the property considered by Robinson. In this 
paper we prove that the words (A,, B,), n ~> 0, of Rauzy's method are exactly the words 
satisfying the property R. One then obtains that St coincides with the set of factors of 
all the words satisfying the property R. This result then gives a characterization of
finite Sturmian words by palindrome words. 
We give a second characterization f the set St which is related to the theorem of 
Fine and Wilf [4]. This theorem states that if a word w has two periods p and q and 
length Iwl>~ p+ q-gcd(p,  q), then w has the period gcd(p, q). In [6] Knuth et al., and in 
[7] Perrin show that the theorem of Fine and Wilf is tight (i.e. the above inequality is 
optimal) using as examples words w such that wab or wba is a finite Fibonacci word. 
We consider the set PER of all words w having two periods p and q which are 
coprimes and such that ]wt >~p+q-2. Thus a word w~PER if it is a power of a single 
letter or is a word of maximal ength for which the theorem of Fine and Wilf does not 
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apply. Let X be the set of all the words satisfying the property R. We prove that if 
w~PER then wab, wba belong to X. Moreover, i fweX, then its prefix of length Iw] -2  
belongs to PER. In this way, by using previous results, one has that St coincides with 
the set of the factors of the words of PER. 
The elements of PER have the following remarkable combinatorial interpretation. 
A word w~PER if and only if w is a strictly bispecial element of St, i.e. awa, awb, bwa 
and bwb are finite Sturmian words. By using this fact and further combinatorial 
lemmas we are able to give a new, and purely combinatorial, proof of the formula 
g (n)= l+ ~ O(i ) (n- i+l ) ,  
i - -1 
where q5 is the totient function of Euler and g(n) counts for each n the number of finite 
Sturmian words of length n. We recall that this formula was conjectured by Dulucq 
and Gouyou-Beauchamps [3] and proved by Mignosi [9]. A recent geometric proof 
has been given by Berstel and Pocchiola [1]. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let d be a finite nonempty set, or alphabet, and d*  the free monoid generated by 
d .  The elements of d are called letters, the ones of s, ¢* words. The identity of d*  is 
named empty word and denoted by e. 
For any word wed* ,  [wl denotes its length, i.e. the number of letters occurring in w. 
The length ofe is taken equal to 0. For any letter a~d,  [wla will denote the number of 
occurrences of the letter a in w. One has, of course, that I w l = Za~.~l I w[.. 
For any wsxt*,  alph(w) is the subset of s~/which is minimal, with respect o the 
inclusion, and such that w~(alph(w))*. A word w is called primitive if w ¢ u h, for all 
u~d*  and h> 1. 
The mirror image (~) is the unary operation in sJ* recursively defined as: g=E, 
( ua ) = ag~, for all ue~/* and a~d.  The mirror image is involutory and such that for all 
u, ws¢/*, (uv)=g~. A word w which coincides with its mirror image is called 
palindrome. The set of all palindromes over d is denoted by PAL(~4), or simply by 
PAL. 
A word w = wl .... w,, wi~d,  1 <<,i~n, has a period p if for i~[1 ,n -p]  
Wi~Wi+p. 
We denote by P(w) the set of all periods of w. We recall also the following important 
theorem due to Fine and Wilf E4]: I f  p, qeP(w) and [w[>~p+q-gcd(p,q), then 
gcd(p, q)eV(w). 
A word u is a factor of w if we~4*u~4*, i.e. there exist x, ye~*  such that w=xuy. 
The factor u is called proper if u ~ w. If x = e (y = e,), then u is called a prefix (suffix) of w. 
By F(w) we denote the set of all factors of w. A subset L_~ ~4" is called language. For 
any language L the set F(L) of its factors is defined as F(L) = U ~L  F(w). A language 
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L is called factorial if it is closed by factors, i.e. L= F(L). For any language L the 
enumeration function 9L of L is the map gL:N--*N defined as: For all n>~0, 
gL(n)=Card(Ln~¢"). If X is a language and ued* ,  then we denote by Xu -1 the 
subset of d* :  
Xu -1 ={wed*: wueX}. 
When X is a singleton, i.e. X={v},  the set Xu -1 will be simply denoted by vu -~. 
An infinite word (from left to right)x over d is any map x : N - - J .  For any i ~> 0, we 
set x i=x( i )  and write 
X~XoX 1 . . .  X n . . .  
The set of all infinite words over .~¢ is denoted by ~ ' ' .  A word ued*  is a (finite) factor 
o fxe~ '°~ i fu=e or there exist integers i,j such that i<~j and u=xl . . ,  xj. Any pair (i,j) 
such that the preceding equality is satisfied is called an occurrence of u in x. If a factor 
u of x is empty or has the occurrence (0,]ub- 1), then u is called a prefix of x. We 
denote by F(x) the set of all (finite) factors of x and by Pref(x) the set of prefixes of x. 
An infinite word xed  '° is called recurrent if for any ueF(x)  there is an infinite number 
of occurrences of u in x. The enumerat ion function of the language F(x) is also called 
the enumeration function of x and simply denoted by gx. 
As we said in the introduction infinite Sturmian words are infinite words over the 
alphabet {a, b} which can be defined in several different and equivalent ways. We shall 
give the following definition of infinite Sturmian word. 
Definition 1. An infinite word xes~ '~ is Sturmian if and only if the enumeration 
function ,qx satisfies the following condition: For all n ~>0 
g~(n) = n + 1. 
Let us now define the set St of finite Sturmian words. 
Definition 2. A word weSt if and only if there exists an infinite Sturmian word x such 
that weF(x).  
By definition St is a factorial language on the alphabet {a,b}. The following 
interesting and useful combinatorial  characterization of the language St was given by 
Dulucq and Gouyou-Beauchamps [3]. 
Theorem 1. The language St is the set of all the words we{a,b}* such that for any pair 
(u, v) of Jdctors of w havin 9 the same length one has 
Ilul°-Lvlol~<l. 
There exist several methods to construct infinite Sturmian words. We shall refer 
here to the following procedure that we call standard method, due to Rauzy [11]. 
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Definition 3. Let d={a,b} .  We construct the infinite sequence of pairs of words 
(A,, B,), n >~ 0, as follows. We set (Ao, B0) = (a, b). For any n ~> 0 the pair (A, + 1, B, + 1 ) is 
obtained from (A,, B,) by using one of the following two rules: 
First rule: (A,+I ,B,+I)=(A. ,A,B, ) .  
Second rule: (A.+I ,B,+I)=(B.A, ,B, ) .  
For any n~>0 the sequence (A, ,B,)  is then obtained, starting from (Ao, Bo), by 
applying inductively the first or the second rule. 
It has been proved (cf. [11]) that if each of two rules is applied an infinite number of 
times, then the sequences {A.}.~>o, {B,},>o converge to the same infinite Sturmian 
word x such that A.,B.ePref(x),  for all n>q, where q is a suitable nonnegative 
integer. Moreover, the representative s mi-line of x starts from the origin. Conversely, 
any infinite Sturmian word whose representative s mi-line starts from the origin can 
be obtained by the preceding standard method. In the sequel we call the sequence 
(A,, B.), n~>0, the approximating bisequence of x. 
Suppose that in the construction of the Sturmian x by the standard method, one 
applies qo times first rule, ql times second rule, q2 times first rule, and so on, where 
(qo, q l, q2 ....  ) is a sequence of nonnegative integers with qi> 0 whenever i> 0; then 
the sequence (qo,ql, q2 . . . .  ) represents the development in continued.fi'actions of the 
slope associated to the infinite Sturmian word x. We call (qo,ql,qz .... ) the directive 
sequence of x. 
Since the set of factors of an infinite Sturmian word y depends only on the slope 
associated to y and does not depend on its starting point (cf. [8]), then a word s is in St if 
and only if there exists an infinite Sturmian word x constructed with the standard method 
and such that seF(x). Consequently, all finite Sturmian words are factors of words such 
as A, or B, constructed by the standard method. Any pair (A,, B,) can be completely 
described, as done above, by a finite sequence of nonnegative integers (qo, ql . . . . .  q,.) 
with qi >0 for i> 0. We call (qo, ql . . . . .  qm) the directive sequence of (A,, B,). 
Let us remark that i f(q0,ql,  q2 .... ) is the directive sequence o fx  and qo>0 then, as 
one easily verifies, (O, qo,ql,q2 .... ) is the directive sequence of the Sturmian word 
y which is obtained from x by interchanging the letter a with the letter b. 
Definition 4. A word s~St is called standard if there exists an infinite Sturmian word 
x constructed by the standard method and an integer n ~> 0 such that s = A. or s = B. 
where (A., B.).~> o is the approximating bisequence of x. 
From the above remark one derives that the class of standard Sturmian words is 
closed under the operation of interchanging the letter a with the letter b. 
Let x be an infinite Sturmian word constructed by the standard method and let 
(qo,ql,q2 .... ) be its directive sequence. Let us define the sequence {s,},~0, where 
so=Bo,  s l=Ao and for all n~>l, 
Sn + 1 ~ sq" l Sn_ 1. 
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One easily verifies that for all n > 0. 
S2n = Bqo + ql + " ' "  +q2, , -  2 
and 
S2n + 1 ~ Aqo  + ql + . .  • + q2n - l " 
Hence the sequence {s.}.~o converges to x. We call {s.}.~>o also the approximating 
sequence of x. For each n ~>0 let us set z(n)= Is.I. One has then for n > 0: 
z(n + 1)= q._ 1 Z(n) + Z( n - 1). 
One easily verifies, by induction, that for all n~>0, gcd(g(n),z(n+ 1))= 1. If the 
directive sequence ofx is (1, 1 . . . . .  1 .... ), then x is the infinite Fibonacci word f, {s.}.~o 
is the sequence of finite Fibonacci words and z(n) is the (n + 1)th term of the Fibonacci 
numerical sequence. 
Definition 5. A word We{a,b}* has the property R if] W] = 1 or when t W] >/2 then 
W= AB = Cxy, 
with x, y ~ { a, b }, x # y and A, B, C palindromes. 
de Luca proved in [2] that finite Fibonacci words satisfy the property R. In [12] 
Robinson asked to prove a suitable condition on the lengths of A and B under which 
there exists a unique word W such that 
W = Cxy = A B, 
with A, B, C palindromes and x, y~{a, b}, x #y. The following solution was given by 
Robinson, Pedersen and others (cf. [10]). 
Theorem 2. Let r,s,n be integers with r~>0, s>~O and n=r + s>~ 2. There exists a word 
W of length n in the alphabet {a,b} such that W=AB=Cab,  where A,B,C are 
palindromes and the lengths of A and B are r and s, if and only if gcd(r + 2, s -2 )= 1. 
Moreover, in this case the solution is unique. 
Proposition 1. For each n > 1 the number of distinct words W of length n satisfyin 9 the 
equation W=AB=Cab,  with A, B,C palindromes, is given by (9(n), where (9 is the 
.function of Euler. 
To prove the above proposition we need some lemmas. 
Lemma 1. l f  a primitive word is the product of two nonempty palindromes, then the 
factorization is unique. 
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Proof. Suppose that W=AB=CD,  with A,B,C, DePAL. If ]A[>[C[, then A=Ch 
and hB=D with h~l* ,  h=~e,. Moreover, since A,B, C,D are palindromes one has 
BA=DC so that 
BCh = hBC. 
This implies h=u r, BC=u k, u~d* ,  r, k>0 and 
BA= BCh=u r+k. 
Hence BA, as well as its conjugate W=AB,  is not primitive. [] 
Lemma 2. I f  W=Cab with C palindrome and C~{a,b}*, then W is primitive. 
Proof. Suppose that W=Cab is not primitive, i.e. W= U h with h> 1. If lU] = 1, then 
W=a h or W=bh; in any case we reach a contradiction since Card(alph(W))=2. Let 
us then suppose that lUll>2. One can set U=iab ,  so that 
((ab)h=(~ab) h l(ab=Cab. 
Consequently, (~ab) h 1~ = C. Since C is palindrome one has 
(~ab) h-1 ~ = f(ba() h - ,. 
This implies ~ = ~, so that by cancellation of ~ on the left in the preceding equation, one 
derives 
ab(~ab)h- 2~=ba~(ba()h 2,
which implies a=b,  a contradiction. [] 
Lemma 3. Let r,s be integers uch that 0~<r<n, O<s<~n and r+s=n. The number of 
pairs (r,s) such that gcd(r + 2, s -2 )= 1 is given by O(n). 
Proof. One easily verifies that gcd(r + 2,s -  2) = 1 if and only if gcd(s-  2, n) = 1. Since 
for O<s<~n, s -2  takes the values -1 ,0 ,  1 . . . . .  n -2 ,  one has to count the number of 
integers in the interval [ -  1, n -  2] which are primes with n. This number is equal to 
the number of integers in the interval [0, n -  1] which are primes with n, i.e. ~b(n). [] 
Proof of Proposition 1. Consider the equation W= AB = Cab, with I WI = n, I A I = r 
and J BJ= s, so that r + s = n. In order to count all distinct solutions of the preceding 
equation we suppose that 0~<r<n, 0<s~n.  Indeed, the case r=n gives the same 
solution of the case s=n. From Theorem 2, there is a solution of the preceding 
equation if and only if gcd(r+2, s -2 )= l .  To each such a pair (r,s) corresponds 
a unique solution W. Moreover, by the previous lemmas, one derives that to two 
different such pairs (r, s) and (r', s'), r < r', correspond two distinct solutions Wand W'. 
Indeed, otherwise, one would have 
W=AB=A'B '=W' .  
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If r > 0, then by Lemma 1 it follows that W is not primitive. If r =0,  then one has 
W=B=A'B '=B'A '=W' ,  
which implies again that W is not primitive. Since W= Cab we reach a contradiction 
in view of Lemma 2. Hence by Lemma 3, one derives that the number of solutions 
W of length n is just qS(n). [] 
3. Palindrome words and Sturmian words 
In this section we prove that the set St of finite Sturmian words coincides with the 
set of factors of all words satisfying the property R. 
Let us define the following sets. 
Definition 6. 
111 = PALab, 
112 = PA Lba, 
- X is the set of words having the property R. 
- Z l=Zc~A*ab.  
Xz=Xc~A*ba. 
From the results of the previous section to each word weX1 ~ X2 one can associate 
a unique pair of words A, BePAL  such that w = AB with 0 ~< I A I < Iwl and 0 < I BI ~ [wl. 
We shall denote in the following IA I and IB] by r(w) and s(w), respectively. One has, of 
course, that r(w)+s(w)--Iwl. 
Proposition 2. Let eeII1 and f~H 2. I f  o~fi~H 2 or f~H1,  then the six words 
belong to Z. Moreover, one has 
and 
(~fi)(ba) '=(fle)(ab) 1 
r( fe) = Ill -- 2 = s(e/~)-- 4, s( f le)=le l+2=r(~f l )+4.  
Proof. We can write e = Uab, fl = Vba with U, V palindromes, so that 
aft= Uab Vba, fl:~= VbaU ab. 
One has that ~fl~H2 if and only if Uab V is a palindrome, i.e. 
UabV= VbaU. 
This latter condition is satisfied if and only if fl:~EH1. 
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Let us suppose that ~fiGH 2. Since ~fl is the product of the two palindromes U and 
abVba it follows that o~fl6X. Let us now consider the words 
:~flc~= UabVbaUab, tiffed= VbaVbaUab. 
Since Uab V, baUab and Uab VbaU are palindromes, one has that ~fl~eZ. Moreover, 
since Vba VbaU = VbaUab V and ba Vba Uab are palindromes, it follows that fifteenS. 
By obvious reasons of symmetry one proves in a similar way that fi:~, flctfl and :~fl 
belong to Z. Since UabV= VbaU it follows that (c~fl) (ba) -1 =(flcz)(ab) -a. Moreover, 
one has r(ctfi)=lUl=lc~l-2, s(~fi)=[fll+2 and r(f icO=lVl=lf l l -2, s(flct)=lc~l+2. 
From this one derives that r(f loO=lf l l -2=s(~fl)-4, s(fl~)=lel+2=r(c~fl)+4. 
Proposition 3. Let esZ1, fl~lI2 and ~flG[I 2. 
prefixes of length l such that 
1~1+1~1-2<1<21~1+1/~1-2.  
The word c~flc~Z has no palindrome 
Proof. We can write ~ = Uab, fl = Vba with U, V palindromes and ~fl~ = Uab VbaUab. 
We know, moreover, from the preceding proposition that c~fi, ~fi:~S. 
In the case U=e, Ic~l+lf l f -2=lf i l  and 2Wc~l+lfil-R=lfll+2. Since the prefix abVb 
of c~fle of length I/~1 + 1 is not palindrome the result is trivially achieved. Let us then 
suppose U C e. We first observe that UabVb is not palindrome. Indeed suppose, by 
contradiction, that Uab Vb = P with P palindrome. Since Q = Uab V is a palindrome 
one would have 
P=Qb=bQ,  
so that Q = b h, h > 1. This is a contradiction since Q = Uab V contains at least one 
occurrence of the letter a. 
Assume that UabVba=D is a palindrome. Since D=~fi=(U)(abVba)= 
(abVba)(U), then D=w h with h> 1, which is absurd in view of Lemma 2. 
Let us now suppose that there exists a proper prefix U1 of U such that 
UabVbaU1 =R, 
where R is a palindrome word. Let us set 
Uab V= Q, 
Uab Vba U = P, 
U=U1U2, 
so that P=RU 2. We have then 
P = QbaU = UabQ, 
R =QbaUx = l~lab Q. 
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From a classical emma of Lyndon and Schfitzenberger (cf. [7]), one has 
Uab = 212, 
ba U = p2, 
0 = (;-P)"~, 
P = (2/0" + 1 2, 
with 2 and/ l  pal indromes and n >~0. Moreover,  since ]QI>IUabl one has n ~>1. 
Let us observe that since Uab=~eX then, by Lemma 2, 2/t is primitive. One has, 
also 
Ulab=pa, 
baU1 =ap, 
Q = (p~r)kp, 
R =(pa)k + X p, 
with p and o- palindromes, and k ~> 1. 
We can write 
P = (2p)" + 1 )L = R U 2 ~--- (pa) k + 1 fl U2 = Qap U2 = (2p)" 2¢p U2. 
The prefix of P of length l(2/~)"2apl has periods [2#[ and lap[. Its length is 
~>[2/~l+lap[, so that it has, by the theorem of Fine and Wilf [4], also the period 
gcd(12pl, apl)=d. 
Since 2/~ is primitive then the only possibility is that [apl > 12/~ l, which is a contra- 
diction in view of the fact that 
[aPl=lUlabl<lUab[=12,u]. [] 
Proposition 4. Let fi~z~,2, O~ff[l 1 and fi~ell l .  The word flflaeZ has no palindrome 
prefixes of length l such that 
Ifll + 1~1-2 <•<2 Ifll + 1~1-2. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the preceding one. The result is trivial if V= ~. In 
the case V#e we observe that if ~= Uab, fl= Vba, with U, V palindromes, then 
fie = VbaU ab, 
with VbaU palindrome, Moreover, 
flfi:~ = Vba VbaU ab = VbaU ab Vab =flc¢ Vab. 
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Thus fifl~=QabVab having set Q= VbaU. One can prove in a way similar to that of 
Proposit ion 2, that the words Qa, Qab and Qab V1, where I/1 is a proper prefix of V, are 
not palindromes. [] 
The next two proposit ions are analogous to the previous two. Their statements 
hold for obvious reasons of symmetry. 
Proposition 5. Let 0~]11, t iES 2 and fl~eFl 1. The word [3~flcS has no palindrome 
prefixes of lenyth I such that 
I~1 + 131-2 <•<2 I/~1 + I~1-2. 
Proposition 6. Let ~EXI, f l~H 2 and ~H2.  The word ~c~flEX has no palindrome 
prefixes of length I such that 
I/~1 +1~-1-2 <1< 2 I~1 + I/~1-2. 
For any infinite Sturmian word x constructed by the standard method, we set 
A(x)= U [A,}, B(x)= U lB,}. 
n~>0 n~>0 
Proposition 7. Let x be an infinite Sturmian word constructed by the standard method 
and let ( A,, B,),>~o be its approximating bisequence. For all n >~O, A. and B~ satis]~v the 
property R. Moreover, one has 
Pre((x)~Z ~_ A(x)w B(x) 
and 
Pref(x)c~ PAL = A(x)(ba)-  1 uB(x) (ab)  a 
Proof. Let (qo, ql . . . . .  q . . . . .  ) be the directive sequence of x and let (A,, Bn), n ~> 0, be 
the approximating bisequence of x. The proof is by induction. 
Base of the induction: Suppose first that qo>0 and n<~h with h=qo+ql + 1. One 
has then 
Ai=a, Bi=alb forO<~i~q0,  
and 
Aqo+i=(aq°b)ia, Bq,~+i=Bqo=aq°b, 1 <.i<~ql, 
Aqo+q, + 1 = Aqo+qa, Bqo+ql + 1 =(aq°b )ql aq°+ l b. 
Trivially all these words satisfy the property R. Moreover, Ah=Ah-l~X2 and 
Bh-I,Bh~S1. 
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Let us observe that the A. are prefixes of x for all n~>0 and that the B. are 
prefixes of x for all n>>-qo. Then one easily verifies that up to the length 
/=(qo+ 1)(ql + 1)+ 1 =[Bn] the only prefixes of x having the property R are 
a=Ao,  aq°b=Bqo, (aq°b)ia=Aqo+i, l <~i<~qa, 
(aqob)ql aqO + l b = Bqo + q~ + 1. 
Moreover, the only palindrome prefixes of x up to the length l are 
ai=Bi+x(ab) 1, 0~<i<qo, (aq°b)iaq°=Aqo+i+t(ba) -1, O<. i<ql ,  
(aq°b) ql aq° = Bqo +q~ + 1 (ab)- 1. 
The case qo=0 is similar to the preceding one. One obtains the corresponding 
formulas and results by taking h=ql  +q2+ 1, by replacing qo with ql, ql with q2 and, 
moreover, by interchanging the letter a with b and the A. with B.. 
Induction step: Let us suppose that n>h-1 ,  where h=qo+ql+l  if qo>0 and 
h=ql  +qz + 1 if qo=0. From the inductive definition of the bisequence (A., B.) one 
has that for all n>q, A .eA*ba  and B.~A*ab.  Consequently, we can also use the 
inductive hypothesis that A._ 1,  AnG~2 and B._ 1,  Bn~SI" 
First case: 
(A.+ 1, Bn+ 1 ) = (B .A . ,  B.). 
Subcase 1: 
(A.,B.)=(A.-1,A.-1 Bn-1). 
One has then 
An+l=An 1Bn- lAn-  I. 
Since A._ 1 @•2, B._ 1 e21, and B. = A._ 1 B._ 1 eZ1, then by Proposition 2 it follows 
that A.+1~21. Moreover, by Proposition 5, A.+I has no palindrome prefixes of 
length l such that 
IA. aI-I-IB, ll-2=IB.I-2<l<IA.+11-2. 
This implies that there do not exist palindrome prefixes of x between B.(ab)-1 and 
A.+ l(ba)- 1. From this one has also that there do not exist further prefixes between B. 
and A.+ 1 having the property R. 
Subcase 2: 
(An, B . )=(B , -1A , -1 ,B~- I ) .  
One has then 
An+ l = Bn- l Bn 1An-1 . 
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By the inductive hypothesis B, 1 eX1, A, 1 ~2;1 and A. = B,_ 1A._ 1 EZ:~l, SO that by 
Proposition 2, A .+lzXl .  By Proposition 6 the word A, + 1 has no palindrome prefixes 
of length I such that 
lB, al+[A, I [ -2=[A=I-2<I<IAn+11-2.  
This implies that do not exist palindrome prefixes of x between A,(ba) 1 and 
A,+ l(ba)- 1. From this one has also that there do not exist further prefixes between A, 
and A,+l having the property R. 
Second case: 
(A.+~,B.+I)=(A.,A,B.).  This case is dealt with in a symmetric way. One has in 
subcase 1 that 
Bn+ l =Mn- l  An- l  Bn-1, 
and in subcase 2 that 
Bn+ l = Bn 1An 1Bn 1. 
By induction, since A._ 1, An~Z2 and B,_ 1, B, eZt,  one derives by Proposition 2, 
that in any case B, + 1 e271- Moreover, by Proposition 4, one has in subcase 1 that there 
do not exist palindrome prefixes of x between B,(ab)- 1 and B,+ 1 (ab)- 1. In subcase 2, 
by Proposition 3, it follows that there do not exist palindrome prefixes between 
A,(ba) -1 and B,+x(ab) -1. 
Proposition 8. i f  a word W has the property R, then it is a standard Sturmian word. 
Proof. If r WI = 1, then the result is trivial. Let us suppose that I WI > 1. From Theorem 
2 we have that if Whas the property R, then there exist integers r,s with r>~0, s~>0, 
IW l=r+s~2 and 9cd(r+2, s -2 )= l  such that W=AB=Cxy,  x#y,  x,y~{a, b} 
where A, B, C are palindromes and the lengths of A and B are, respectively, r and s. 
If s=2,  then there are no words with property R. Ifs = 1, then it is easy to check that 
the solution is W=xry (cf. [10, Lemma 1]) which is, trivially, a standard Sturmian 
word. The case s=0 is equivalent o the case r=0 and s=l  WI>2. Hence, in what 
follows we suppose that s -2  >0. 
The proof makes use of the previous proposition. We will construct a standard 
Sturmian word W' such that W'=A'B'=C'zt ,  zvet, z, te{a,b} where A',B',C' are 
palindromes and the lengths of A' and B' are, respectively, r and s. 
l f z=x ,  from the unicity proved in Theorem 2, it follows that W= W' and Wis then 
a standard Sturmian word; if z vex then the word W" that is obtained from W' by 
interchanging in W' the letter a with the letter b, is such that 
W"=A"B"=C"tz ,  z:/:t, t,z~{a,b}, 
where A", B", C" are palindromes and the lengths of A" and B" are, respectively, r and 
s, and, this time, t = x. From the unicity proved in Theorem 2, it follows that W= W" 
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and, since the set of standard Sturmian words is closed under the operation of 
interchanging the letter a with the letter b, then W= W" is still a standard Sturmian 
word. 
Let us now give a procedure to construct he word W'. Let p and q be two positive 
integers such that p>q and 9cd(p,q)=l.  Let us apply Euclid's algorithm for the 
greatest common divisor to p and q. 
Since gcd(p, q) = 1 one has 
p=paq+r l ,  
q=p2rl +r2, 
rl =p3r2+-r3 ,  
rm-2=pmr,, x+l ,  
with ri> 1, 1 <<.i<~m-1. We construct by the standard method any infinite Sturmian 
word whose directive sequence has the initial subsequence of length m + 1 given by 
((rm x--l),pm,pm-1 . . . . .  Pl) 
We set ro = q. Let n = m + 2 and consider the corresponding approximating sequence 
s t, O<<.j<~n, where so=b, sl =a and for all ./ in the interval [1 ,n -1 ]  
__  q J  Sj+ 1 - -S j  1Sj_  1 . 
From the given directive sequence one has that 
qo=r , , -1 -1 ,  qj=Pm j+l, l<~j<~n-2. 
One has that ]s l ]=l ,  [s2[=r m 1 and for all j in the interval [1,m], ]Sj+l[=rm-j. 
Indeed, by induction, 
ISj+I[=Pm j+zrm-j+l+rm j+2=rm-j .  
One derives then that 
[Sn-al=lsm+ll=-q, [s . [=pxq+rl=p.  
We can extend the approximating sequence st, 0~<j~<n-1, by making the two 
following different choices of the directive sequences: 
(1) (qo,qx . . . . .  q, 2,1)=((rm 1-1),P,.,Pm-1 . . . . .  pl,1), 
(2) (qo,ql . . . . .  q , -3 ,q . -2+l )=( ( rm a--1),Pm,Pm-1 . . . . .  pZ,pl+l) .  
In the first case we have the approximating sequence: 
So~S1, .. .  ,Sn ,Sn+l ,  where Sn+lZSnSn 1" 
From Proposition 2, one has that 
r ( s ,+a)=[s , l -2=p-2 ,  s(s,+a)=ls. 1[+2=q+2.  
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In the second case we have the approximating sequence: 
t ,p l+ lo  
So ,S1 , . . . ,S  n 1,Srn, where Sn~S n 1 an-2~Sn 1Sn " 
Thus from Proposition 2 
r ( s ' , )= ls . - l l -2=q-2 ,  s(s'.)=ls, l+2=p+2.  
Turning back to the initial problem, one has to consider the two cases: 
(a) r+2>s-2 ,  
(b) s -2>r+2.  
In case (a) we set p = r + 2 and q = s -2 ;  thus we construct, as described above, the 
approximating sequence: 
So,S1 ,  . . .  ,Sn ,Sn+l ,  where Sn+l~SnSn i .  
The word s,+l is a standard Sturmian word and 
r ( s ,+ l )=p-2=r ,  s(s ,+l)=q+2=s.  
In case (b) we set p=s-2  and q=r+2;  we construct in a similar way, the 
approximating sequence: 
So,S~,...,s,_l,s',, where s',=s, ~s.. 
" is a standard Sturmian word and The word s, 
r (s ' , )=q-2=r,  s(s',)=p+2=s. [] 
Since the set of finite Sturmian words coincides with the set of factors of standard 
Sturmian words, the following theorem is a straightforward consequence of the two 
previous propositions. 
Theorem 3. The set of finite Sturmian words coincides with the set o[factors of the words 
having the property R. 
4. A further characterization of Sturmian words 
In this section we prove (cf. Theorem 5) that the set St of finite Sturmian words is 
equal to the set of the factors of all the words w having two periods p and q which are 
coprimes and such that Iwl >>p+q-2. 
Lemma 4. Let w=Cab=AB,  with A,B, CePAL. If  Card(alph(C))> 1, then C has the 
periods p = I A I + 2 and q = I BI - 2 such that gcd(p, q) = 1. 
Proof. Let us first suppose that l Ca <IA  l- One has then 
A=Ca and B=b.  
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(The other possible case A = Cab, B = ~ is equivalent o Cab = B and A = e.) Since 
A = Ca = aC. 
at follows that A, C~ a*. Let us then suppose that ]C] >~]A 1. The case I CI = ]AI has to be 
excluded since, otherwise, B = ab which is absurd. We can write 
C=A~=~A,  
with ~4=e. Thus one has 
A=(~fi)~, ~=~, /~=/7, r>~O, 
C=(~3)'+1~. 
Since ~ab=B one has that ]~ l= lB I -2=la f i l .  Hence C has the period q=lB I -2 .  
Since Cab= AB, we can write 
baCab = baAB. 
The word baCab is a palindrome, so that baCab = baAB = BAab. One has then 
baA = 2p, 
Aab= l~2, 
B=(2y)s2, 2=~,  #=fi,  s>~O, 
baCab = baAB = (2y) s+ 12. 
Then C has the period 12~1 = J A I + 2 = p. From Theorem 2, gcd(p, q) = 1. [] 
Theorem 4. Let w be a word over the alphabet a'J having two periods p and q such that 
gcd(p,q)= l. I f  Iw l=p+q-  2, then 
(i) Card(alph(w)) <~ 2, 
(ii) w is a palindrome. 
Moreover, !f I < p < q, then 
(iii) w has a palindrome prefix and a palindrome suffix of len.qth q -2 ,  
(iv) w has a palindrome prefix and a palindrome suffix of  length p -2 ,  
In any case one has that 
(v) wab, wbaeZ. 
Proof. If p= 1, then Card(alph(w))= 1 and the result is trivial. Let us then suppose 
1 <p<q.  Since .qcd(p,q)=l one has 
{resq(kp): 1<<.k<~q- 1} ={1 . . . . .  q -  1} =Q,  
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where resq(kp) denotes the residual of kp modulo q. Let x be the smallest integer in the 
interval [1 ,q -  1] such that xp is congruent o q -  1, modulo q. Let us first prove that 
x<q-1 .  Indeed xpis congruent toq-  1 moduloq.  As 1 <p<q,q-  1 and q-parenot  
congruent modulo q, therefore x cannot be equal to q -  1. 
Let us now introduce the sets 
U={resq(kp): 1 <~k<~x} 
and V=Q",,U. Since x<q- I  the set V, as well as U, is not empty. 
Let us now write our word weag* as 
W~W 1 . - .  W n 
with wlc~, l<~i<~n, and n=p+q-2 .  Since w has periods p and q one has 
Wi=Wi+p, 1 <~i<~q--2, 
Wj=Wj+q, l <~j<.p--2. 
We want now to prove that 
Vi, jcU, wi=wj 
gi,,j~ V, wl = wj. 
Let us first show that if the following condit ions are satisfied, 
hp= i + rq, 
(h+ 1)p=j+sq, 
l<~i~q-2, l<~j<~q-1, 
l<<.h<~q-2, 
then wi = wj. 
Indeed, one has r<<.s and p=j - i+(s - r )q .  Since Ij-il<<.q-2, one easily derives 
that either s- r=O or s - r= 1. In the first case j=  i+p so that, since i<~q-2, it follows 
that 
Wj=Wi+p~W i, 
In the second casej  = i + p -  q; since i + p 4 q -  2 + p and w has the period q, one derives 
Wj=Wi+p q=Wi+p=W i • 
From this result one obtains that 
Vi, j~V, wi=wj. 
Moreover,  one has also that 
gi, j~{resq(kp): l <~k <x}, wi=wj. 
and 
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Suppose now that U ' \{q -1}  #1) and let i ¢U \{q-1}  be such that 
(x -1)p=i+tq,  t>~O. 
One has xp = q -1  + sq, s >~ t. Since i~< q-2 ,  by the preceding argument one derives 
that 
Wq- 1 ~ Wi. 
This proves that Vi, jaU, wi=w j. 
Since w has the period q and Wq=Wq_p one derives that Card(a[ph(w))42. 
If Card(alph(w))=l, then our result is trivial. Let us then suppose that 
Card(alph(w)) = 2. In this case we set a = wi, i t  U, and b = wi, i t  V. 
As we have seen Wq-1 =a.  We want now to prove that wq=b. Indeed, Wq= Wq_pand 
(q -  1 )p=(q-p}+(p-  1)q, Since x<q-  1 it follows that q -pc  V and Wq_~=b. 
Let us now prove that w has a pal indrome prefix of length q -2 ,  i.e. 
Wi=Wq- i -1 ,  1<~i4q--2. 
One has hp = i + sq and kp = q - i - 1 + tq, with 1 ~< h, k ~< q - 1 and s, t ~> O. This implies 
(h+k)p=q-1  +(s+t)q. Since we know that xp=q-1  +rq, r>~O, it follows that 
(h+k-x)p=(s+t - r )q .  
Since .qcd(p,q)= 1, one has h+k-x=mq,  i.e. h+k=x+mq.  The possible values for 
m can be only m=O or m= 1. In the first ease 
h+k=x.  
so that h,k<.x and this implies i ,q - i - l~U,  i.e. w~=wq_~ 1. In the second case 
h+k=x+q.  Suppose now that h<.x and k>x. One has 
x+q=h+k<~x+k, 
i.e. q ~< k which is a contradiction since k ~< q-  1. One reaches a similar contradiction if 
k<.x and h>x. Thus either i ,q - i - l~U or i ,q - i - l~V.  In any case wi=wq-i-x, 
l <.i<~q-2. 
Let us now prove that w is a palindrome. We have already proved that wz = wq ~_ ~, 
1 ~< i ~< q-  2. Since 1 ~< i ~< q - 2 and the periodicity p of w one obtains 
Wi:Wq- i - l :Wq- i  l+p~Wp+q 2- i+ l=Wn- i+ l~ 
i.e. 
Wi=Wn-i+l~ 
for 1<~i<~q-2. To reach the result we have to prove that q-2>>.[n/2]= 
[(p + q -  2)/2], where I-x] denotes the integer part of x. If q -  2 >~(p + q -  2)/2 >~ [n/2], 
then the result is achieved. This occurs if and only if q ~> p + 2. Let us then consider the 
case q = p + 1. In this case [n/2] = (2p + 1 - 2)/2 = [p - 1/2] = p - 1. Thus q - 2 = [n/2] 
and the result is achieved. 
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Let us now prove that w has a palindrome prefix of length p -  2. Let 1 ~< i ~< p-  2. 
Since w is a palindrome one has 
Wi~-Wn- i+l~Wp+q 2 i+ l~Wp-1  i+q. 
Since i~< p-2  one has p -1 -  i~> 1, so that in view of the q-periodicity of w 
Wp 1 i+q~Wp- l - i  " 
Hence, for all i, 1 <~i<~p-2, 
WiZWp-1-  i. 
This shows that w has a palindrome prefix of length p -2 .  The fact that w has two 
palindrome suffixes of length p -  2 and q -  2 is due to obvious reasons of symmetry. 
Let us finally prove that wba, wabeE. The result is trivial if Card(alph(w))= 1. Let us 
suppose that Card(alph(w))=2. We have already proved that Wq ~ =a and wq=b, 
with a ¢ b. From (iii) we can write 
w = AabR, 
where A is the palindrome prefix of w of length q -2 .  Since ]w] =p+q-2 ,  one has 
]R l - -p -2  so that by (iv), R is a palindrome. Hence 
wba = AabRba = AB 
having set B=abRba.  Thus B is a palindrome of length p+2,  so that wbaeS.  
Let us now prove that wp= Wq ~ = a and wp_ 1 = wq = b. Since w is a palindrome, 
then w i=w, - i+ l ,  where n=p+q-2  and 1 <<.i<.n. One has then 
Wp~Wp+q-2 p+l~Wq-1  
and w e_ 1 = Wq. We can then write 
w= AbaR, 
where IA l=p-2 .  Hence, from (iv), since IRp=q-2 ,  A and R are both palindromes. 
Hence 
wab = AbaRab = AB 
having set B = baRab. The word B is a palindrome. Since ]BI= q + 2 then wabe S, [] 
Let us remark that a different proof of the statement (i) in Theorem 4, i.e. 
Card(alph(w)) ~< 2, is in [6]. From Lemma 4 and Proposition 7, one derives that i fw is 
a standard Sturmian word, then the prefix of  w of  length Iw l -2  has two periods p and 
q which are coprimes and such that twl >~p+q-2 .  A direct proof of this result is in [6]. 
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Let w be a word of A* and P(w) the set of its periods. We define the following set: 
PER={w~A*: 3p, q~P(w) such that gcd(p,q)= 1 and Iwl>~p+q-21 ~ 
From Theorems 3 and 4, Theorem 5 follows. 
Theorem 5. St = F(PER). 
5. The enumeration function of finite Sturmian words 
In this section we prove some remarkable combinatorial  properties concerning 
special, bispecial and strictly bispecial elements of St. As a consequence of these 
properties and the results of previous sections, we are able to give a new, and purely 
combinatorial,  proof of the enumeration formula of St [9]. 
We recall that any infinite Sturmian word x is recurrent so that for any scF(x)  there 
exists always at least one letter ze{a, b} such that zs~F(x). Let us give the following 
definitions. 
Definition 7. A word seSt is right (left) special if sa, sb~St (as, bs~St). 
Definition 8. A word s~St is bispecial if it is right and left special. 
Definition 9. A word s~St is strictly bispecial if asa, asb, bsa, bsb are in St. 
Definition 10. Let x be an infinite Sturmian word. A factor s of x is right special (left 
special) in x if sa, sb~F(x) (as, bseF(x)). A factor s of x is a bispecial factor in x if s is 
right and left special in x. 
In the following a right special element of St will be simply called special. Let us 
recall now the following proposit ion (cf. [8]). 
Proposition 9. l f  s~F(x), where x is an infinite Sturmian word, then gEF(x). Moreover, 
if x is obtained by the standard method, then a factor s of x is special in x if'and only (( 
s=~, where p is a prefix of x. 
For each n>0 we denote by s(n)(b(n),sb(n)) the number of special (bispecial, 
strictly bispecial) elements of St. Moreover, we set 
g(n) = Card(St c~ ~") ,  
where g is the enume~'ationfunction of St. For any seSt there exists at least one letter 
x~{a,b} such that sx~St. One easily derives that for all n>0,  
g(n+ l)=g(n)+ s(n). 
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Lemma 5. For all n > O, 
Card(PER c~ d" )  = q~(n + 2). 
Proof. Let U~PERc~" .  We know that 
w= Uab= CD6r l ,  
where C,D are palindromes. The map h:PER--*,~ which associates to U~PER the 
word web'1 of length n+2 is, trivially, injective. Moreover, to each w~Vl we can 
uniquely associate the palindrome prefix U = w(ab)- ~ which by Lemma 4 belongs to 
PER. Thus the map h is bijective. Since Card(~lc~"+z)=~(n+2)  it follows that 
Card(PERc~d")=(p(n+ 2). [] 
Lemma 6. I f  w~PER, then w is strictly bispecial. 
Proof. Let w~PER. From Theorem 4, we know that 
wba, wab ~ Z. 
By Proposit ion 8, the words wba and wab are standard so that there exist two infinite 
Sturmian words x and y, constructed by the standard method, such that 
wab6Pref(x), wba6Pref(y). 
From Proposition 9, one has that (wab) ~ baw is a special factor of x. Hence one has 
bawa, bawb~F(x). 
This implies that 
awa, awbEF(x). 
Since wba6Pref(y) one derives in a similar way that 
bwb, bwa~F(y). 
Hence one has that 
awa, awb, bwa, bwb~St, 
i.e. w is strictly bispecial. [] 
Proposition 10. I f  s is bispecial in the infinite Sturmian word x, then s~PER. 
Proof. Let s~F(x) be bispecial in x. One has sa, sb, as, bs~F(x). From Proposit ion 9, 
ag, bff, ~a, ~b ~ F(x). Hence ,~, as well as s, is a special factor of x. Since for any n > 0 there 
exists a unique special factor of length n, one must have 
s~.  
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Let y be an infinite Sturmian word obtained with the standard method such that 
F(y) = F(x). One has by Proposit ion 9 that s =p =/~, where p is the prefix ofy  such that 
I Pl = is]. Let (A,, B,) be the approximating bisequence of y. 
We know from Proposit ion 7 that if p is a pal indrome prefix of y, then there exists 
n > 1 such that 
p=(A,)(ba) 1, 
or there exists m > 1 such that 
p = (B,,)(ab)- x. 
Thus either pba=A,  or pab=Bm, belongs to 2. By Lemma 4, it follows that 
pEPER. [] 
Lemma 7. l f  sESt is such that asb, bsaESt, then s is a palindrome. 
Proof. Let asb, bsaESt. Suppose, by contradiction, that s(EPAL. Let s=al  ...a,, 
aiE{a,b}, l<~i<<.n. We set k=min{h'l<~h<~n and anCa,-h+l}. Let ak=xE{a,b}. 
Hence a, h+l =Y and xCy.  We can then write 
asb = aa~ ... ak- a xtyak- 1 ... al b 
and 
bsa=ba~ ...ak axtyak-1...a~a, 
with tE{a, b}*. If x=a, then y=b, so that from the first equation 
I[aaa...ak lalb--Jbak 1...alblb[=2, 
which is a contradiction. If x = b, then y = a, so that from the second equation 
[[baa...ak-lblb--[aak 1...alalb[=2, 
which is again a contradiction. This implies that sePAL. 
Corollary 1. IJs is strictly bispecial, then sEPER. 
Proof. Let s be a strictly bispecial element of St. This implies that asb, bsaESt. From 
the preceding lemma, sePAL. Let x be an infinite Sturmian word such that asbeF(x). 
From Proposit ion 9 one has that also bsaEF(x) so that s is bispecial in x. This implies 
from Proposit ion 10 that s6PER. [] 
Corollary 2. For all n > 0 one has 
sb(n) = cb(n + 2). 
Proof. Obvious from the preceding corollary and Lemmas 5 and 6. [] 
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Lemma 8. Let s be a special element of St. Then there exists a letter xe{a,b } such that 
xs is a special element of St. 
Proof. One has sa, sbESt. There exist x,y~{a,b} such that xsa, ysb~St. We have to 
consider the following cases: 
Case 1. x=b,  y=a. One has then bsa, asb~St. By Lemma 7, s has to be palindrome. 
By Proposition 9, it follows that bsa, asb are factors of the same infinite Sturmian word 
x. Since s is bispecial in x it follows from Proposit ion 10 that s~PER, and then from 
Lemma 6, s is strictly bispecial. 
Case 2: x=y.  In this case xs is special and the result is achieved. 
Case 3: x = a, y = b. If bsa or asb are elements of St, then the result is achieved since 
either bs or as will be a special element of St. It remains to consider the case when 
asa, bsb6St and asb, bsa¢St. 
Let us prove that ifasb¢St, then there exists a prefix u o fs  and a suffix v ors such 
that ]u]=lv] and ]U[a=]V]a+ 1. Indeed, if asb¢St, then, since asa, bsb~St, there must 
exist f , f '~{a,b}*  such that f is a prefix of as, f '  is a prefix of sb, ]f]=]f ']  and 
] ] f l~- ] f ' ]a ]> 1. If we set f=au,  f '=vb ,  then one has 
I lu lo+I - - lv la I> I ,  
with lul =lvl and II ulo-lvl°l ~< 1 because u, vest. The only possibility is lul.= [vl.+ 1, 
which implies I l f la- l f ' l° l  =2. 
In a symmetric way one proves that if bsa~St, then there exists a prefix u' and suffix 
v' of s such that l u'l = Iv'l and lu' I~ = I v ' l~-  1. We have to consider the following two 
cases: 
Case 1: l ul <lu'l, i.e. u is a prefix of u'. We can write u'=ux and v'=yv, with 
x, yeF(s) and Ixl=ly[.  One has then 
- 1 =lu' l~- lv' la=lul~-Ivl~+(Ixla- ly l~) = 1 +(Ix la- ly l~),  
i.e. I x l , - l y l ,=  -2 ,  which is a contradiction in view of Theorem 1. 
Case 2: l ul >lu'l, i.e. u' is a prefix 01 u. We can write u=u 'x  and v=yv', with 
x, ysF(s)  and Ixl--lyl- One derives in a similar way that Ix la- ly l .=2, which is again 
a contradictioin. [] 
Theorem 6. For all n > 0 one has 
s(n+ l ) -s(n)=sb(n).  
Proof. For all n > 0 let us denote by S(n) the set of all (right) special factors of length n. 
We first prove that there exists a surjection ~:S(n+ 1)---,S(n). For each teS(n+ 1) we 
can write t=xs  with soS(n) and x~{a,b).  We then define 0( t )=s.  The map ~ is 
surjective; indeed, by Lemma 8 for any s~S(n) there exists at least one letter x~{a,b} 
such that xsES(n+ 1), so that q;(xs)=s. 
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Let us consider now the subset SB(n) of S(n), where s~SB(n) if and only if 
as, bs~S(n+l). The elements of SB(n) are the strictly bispecial elements of St of 
length n. One has for ta,t2ES(n+l), t l~t2, that ~(tl)=~(t2) if and only if 
~(tl)=~b(t2)~SB(n). From this it follows that 
s(n+ 1)=Card(S(n+ 1))=Card(S(n))+Card(SB(n))=s(n)+ sb(n). [] 
We are now in a position to prove the following important theorem concerning the 
enumeration function .q of St. 
Theorem 7. For all n > 0 
g(n)= 1 + ~ (~(i)(n-i+ 1). 
i 1 
Proof. From the preceding theorem we know that 
s(n+ 1)=s(n)+sb(n). 
As we have seen in the previous theorems PER = SB, where SB denotes the set of all 
strictly bispecial factors of St. Thus from Lemma 5, one has sb(n)= ~b(n+2), so that 
s(n + 1) -- s(n) + ~b(n + 2). 
This implies 
n+l  
s(n+l)=s(1)+ ~ ~b(i+l). 
i=2  
Since s(1)=2= ~b(1)+~b(2), one derives 
n+l  
s(n)= ~ ~b(i). 
i -1  
We know that 
g(n+ 1)-g(n)=s(n), 
so that, since g(1)=2, it follows that 
k k 
g(n)=2+ ~ ~ qS( i ) : l+ ~ ~ ~b( i ) : l+~,  O(i)(n-i+l).  [] 
k-2  i -1  k- - I  i= l  i=1  
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